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Part 1 - The Plan for Mankind is Divided (amended May 2022)   

Jonah-II searched the Torah-Bible for an Apocalypse date and discovered 
that the Creator YHWH revealed a grander Jod-10 Dimension for his own 
pleasure hidden in the first Genesis page based on the Hebrew Alphabet 
Number System (Pearl #300, page 11). Notice it is similar to a two-sided coin 
[5 Heh + 4 Daleth [+1] = 10 Jod, established as Heaven {ancient-future}, Earth 
{evening-day}, Eternal Life (+) {conception-birth}. It can be connected to 
suppressed divine Bible Science [3 Gimel, +1 Aleph, +3 Gimel ] = Zayin of seven 
(7) cycles beginning with infinite light, physics, metaphysics, Mortal Life, 
plants, animals, humanity. Aleph-God desired his Son Messiah Yeshua to 
end Evil on a temporary Daleth Dimension embedded with Time cycles.  

 

Jesus (Genesis 1) The First Word of the Bible (2-18-2019) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmnUkNT55gU 

YHWH said six (6) Creation days was “very good” (Gen. 1:31), but when 
the seventh (7th) cycle was contaminated with Evil, thus planned Mankind 
to be ruled by Lucifer. Therefore everyone will be ‘judged’ for Evil causing 
the ancient universe to be burned in a lake of fire to create a New One for 
the Saints. (Rev. 21:1) It is proven in science when recessive Genes re-appear 
in Giants after hundreds years of Noah’s Flood. Recently found many large 
bones of humans and dinosaurs linked to modern research that cloned most 
foodstuffs as GMO seeds no longer germinate causing extinction. It made 
the Creator very angry (Gen. 6:5-13), thus confused the language of humanity 
(Gen. 11:1-9) changed to a Moon calendar of 7 Hebrew holidays to crown 
again a Jewish King on New Year (1 Tishri 5784) to start Yeshua’s Kingdom. 
During His reign, He will design a different Mankind based on divine Laws  
for an unusual civilization and renovate nature to its former splendor and in 
addition will completely improve genetically numerous programs to reflect 
eternal conditions. (Isaiah 11:6-9) Therefore a Daleth dimension is linked to 
Earth with many simple people or children (not evil) who were granted 
Probation (Resh) will enter the levitating space shuttle offered by YHWH. 
Hence got saved comparable to Noah’s ark (2288 BC), but is now utilizing 
Jacob’s ladder. (Gen. 28:10-17) Thus the prophesied resurrected Saints, the 
survivors of Israel and millions of people on Probation are kept worldwide 
very busy being now reeducated for eternity for a Jod Dimension. (Pearl #900)  

 

The Creator illuminated His temporal 7th Creation Day to finally terminate 
Evil as recorded in 16 chapters of Revelation not meant for true Christians 
linked to a final seven (7) days Wrath. This atheistic century won’t enter the 
Spirit-filled Yeshua-Jesus Kingdom designed for the new Jod Dimension. 
Therefore we are given a great Gift of Yeshua who paid a great price on 
Golgotha with His Life and offered everyone Eternal Life, He made use of 
Probation (Resh) thus saved billions people not evil from the Second Death. 
Thus Revelation stated seven churches (Rev. 3:14-24), but the recent Laodicea 
7th Church lost their faith, hence Yeshua is outside knocking on the door. 
Thus John finished the story in heaven to predict judgment for Mankind as 
the last 21st Century is terminated to begin the Jod Dimension. (Rev.21:1-8) 
The next big incident, look out for a visual arrival of a traveling spaceship, a 
Golden City Residence of the Creator YHWH, like the Star of Bethlehem 
which showed mankind the predestined birthplace of His Son Yeshua-Jesus. 
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Maybe the Hebrew Calendar (5783) is Correct?  
 

A) The Apostle Peter said that 1000 years is one creation day (2 Pet. 3:18), 
thus we should investigate Revelation a little closer for assumptions?  

B) One conjecture is that clocks in heaven seemed to be 20 x faster linked to 
different prophecy dates on Earth as stated in Daleth Time cycles.  

C) Hence the 1260 days of two Witnesses (Rev. 11:1-14) could be calculated 
in 63 days on Earth (1260 / 20), perhaps Revelation’s 42 months should be 
recalibrated to 42 weeks +70 days exchanged after Solstice 2021? 

D) Thus 150-day of evil demon possession (150/20) is 7 days. (Rev. 9:1-12) 
E) The Torah-Bible foretold that 120 Jubilee cycles or 6000-year Hebrew 

calendar (Rev. 20:4-6) would be divided by two (2) Resurrections in the 
Daleth Dimension and be concluded on the other side in a new infinite 
Jod Dimension. Please check the history of the Julian calendar that 
changed a prophesied Time (Dan. 7:25) and added July-August to close a 
godless Worldview and launch the Yeshua’s Kingdom with no clocks. 
(300/365.24 = 0.821 x 7000 = 5749.64) + [35 yr. correction] = 5784.644 yr.-2024)     

 

Jewish Holidays - Hebcal  *  https://www.hebcal.com/holidays/ 
 
 

The Creator YHWH appointed a tiny nation of Israel to document the 
mortal Life of humanity with divine cosmos Laws of Good & Evil and if 
violated will end in Death. Hence Mankind is on a historic (6000+1000 yr.) 
journey concluded in Revelation not meant for Christians. (Rev. 14:14-20) 
Thus He desired a larger Soul harvest of three (3) population spikes linked 
to Pearl #126. Consequently, a true Hebrew Calendar for Mankind was 
planned which will make a corrected Julian calendar a little longer in BC?      
 

        Beginning of Mankind                   (6000 yr. Hebrew Calendar)            Beginnings of the Kingdom  
o-----------o------------o------------o------------o------------o------------o-----------o 
4068 BC                   Noah 2288 BC              (Julian  Calendar)                  BC-AD               2022  - 3018 AD 
 
 

 

Checking the Israeli News, it seems that the mortal Two Witnesses have 
not arrived in Jerusalem being kept alive by YHWH. (Rev. 11:2, 13:5, Dan. 
7:23) They were chosen to testify concerning Yeshua’s coming Kingdom 
for 70 days (63+7) on the Daleth Earth ending in a (7) seven-day World 
Judgment. YHWH is blasphemed in heaven for 42 months (42x30 =1260 / 
20), hence Yeshua selected Solstice 2021 or (2022) choosing His birthday 
(42x7 = 294 / 30.4)  = 9.6710 - month (fraction 20 days) to arrive on Sukkot 5783, 
(9 October 2022) Tabernacles - Feast of Booths. It is linked to a 2nd Proof Yom 
Kippur-Atonement, or 1 Tishri Rosh Hashanah. It matches the sequence of (7) 
Hebrew holidays introduced by Moses, as (4) festivals were fulfilled during 
Yeshua’s public Life in Jerusalem. Please check: Pearls #105, 233, 300, 900.    
Hence the four Gospel stories revealed that the Messiah Yeshua was born 
divine, crucified on a public cross linked to Resurrections, which ripped 
apart a Temple Curtain to expose a missing Covenant Ark (Rev. 11:19) to 
live forever for a new Jod Dimension. The purpose of Revelation will end 
current man-made virus foretold to be worse (Zech. 14:12), like Black Death, 
EBOLA, SARS, MERS or CORONA. (Matt. 24:7) Thus Yeshua will now start 
His divine Kingdom to glorify the Creator in worship. The Two Witnesses, 
the Saints and survivors of Israel will build a huge Campus complex 
(Ezek.40, Pearl #247) over the source of two (2) future rivers flowing on either 
side of a Jerusalem raised by a huge earthquake. (Ezek. 47:1-12, Pearl #266) 
Thus YHWH will teach everybody how to receive Eternal Life. (John 1:12)  
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Jonah-II amended once more (March 2022) to explain seven (7) Trumpets 
ending in seven days of divine Wrath (Rev. 16), starting Yeshua’s Kingdom. 
The previous Apocalypse was calculated with a wrong date using fake 
calendars? (Pearl #251, #143) It is associated with seven Thunders (Rev. 10) 
and is finalized in seven Bowls that will close down Christin denominations 
since the Middle Ages? (Pearl #242, #214) Therefore, watch the NEWS in 
Jerusalem for the return of Yeshua-Jesus, crowned again a Jewish King at 
the sound of seven (7) trumpets, but ruling the whole Earth. (Pearl  #142) 

 

1. Trumpet (Rev. 8:7). Some high-tech rockets passing over Israel will hit 
the Dome and explode, causing “hails on fire” (frozen hydrogen crystals), 
falling to earth will be burning much in nature even green grass & trees?                      

2. Trumpet (Rev. 8:8). Thus a judgement verdict continues to destroy Navy 
ships in the Mediterranean Sea (maybe a nuclear bomb), linked to various 
nations assembled for His WRATH foretold around Armageddon in Israel.      
 

3. Trumpet (Rev. 8:10). Likewise in retaliation (perhaps an A-bomb) will 
wipe out NYC in an hour (Rev. 18), which poisoned the drinking watersheds 
blaming Israel. Satan and his loyal Elite is implicated to murder billions of 
people causing two harvests (Good and Evil) at the Endtime. (Rev. 14:14-20)    
 

4. Trumpet (Rev. 8:12). Soon Yeshua will return with millions of angels in 
many spaceships which darkened a sun, moon and stars dimmed by 1/3, 
linked to an eagle faced angel who cries - Woe, Woe, Woe. (Rev. 8:13, 9:12)     

5. Trumpet (Rev. 9:1). Prophesied: all fallen Angel-demons living in the 
Abyss will appear on Daleth Earth to die in 7 days, which is a better option. 
 

6. Trumpet (Rev. 9:15). Four Death-angels created for the Endtime are ready 
to perform a special task, as the Apocalypse is better explained by mortal 
Two Witnesses from heaven using a little prophecy scroll. (Rev. 10 -11)   
 

7. Trumpet (Rev. 11:15). The Kingdom of the Messiah Yeshua will start 
with “The Day of the Lord”, thus watch the sky for His huge spaceships 
arriving to begin millions being Resurrected and many will get Probation. 
Settling near Jerusalem, it will destroy every religious building like Christian 
churches, Islamic mosques and the Temple Mount, with a huge earthquake.  

 

Therefore the final date of the Endtime is triggered when YHWH is 
blasphemed in Heh-heaven by the Archangel Lucifer. It will start a war 
with the Archangel Michael but Satan is losing cast to Earth destined for 7 
days Wrath. Linked to 10 Woes, it is divided by 7 Zayin woes in the Daleth 
dimension (Matt. 23:1-39) and 3 woes are found in heaven. (Rev. 11:14) Lastly 
Satan is chained in the abyss to rebel again after 1000yr. (Rev. 20:1-3), 
hereafter is killed and burned in a lake of fire, closing an old Creation & 
Time Dimension. (Rev. 21:1-8) Yeshua’s Kingdom is organized with two (2) 
offices to govern seventy (70) nations worldwide with many worship 
centers managed by two (2) high priests. (Pearl #242) Revealed in Revelation 
(Rev. 7:1-17), leftover Mankind will be prepared by special 144,000 Hebrew 
resurrected Saints being very distinct. They work as teachers being educated 
in divine Law never experienced before on a Daleth Earth (Rev. 19:1-10), 
suitable for the future family worship of YHWH, enjoying cultural life, the 
arts, music, learning true science for the benefit of Mankind.    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ETS	(English)	|	29.10.2021	Revelation	2:12-17	|	Part	7	(by	H.	G.	Mar	Mari	Emmanuel) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hSeZ6fIvu3w 
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Part 2 – Evil is ending in Yeshua’s Kingdom (amended April 2022) 
This is the most amended Pearl dating the Apocalypse on fake calendars, as 
much information is forgotten. Extra evidence is given for currant Mankind 
in fundamental Bible verses (1 Cor. 15:35-58, II Cor. 5:1-9) and dreams. (p. 11) 
Yeshua has not yet returned, maybe Jonah-II being over 90yr. old found out 
that he made many dating mistakes? Usually got confused with a Hebrew 
calendar leading or trailing a Julian calendar? It was stated five times after 
2022 but forgot (Solstice) analyzing time from 5783? The other date is two 
years away on a Julian calendar 5784.644 (8 May 2024), but using fraction is 
not matching Hebrew holidays? (.644 x 365.24 = 235 days, or (7) month +22 days) 
The nearest is Yom HaShoah 5784 - Holocaust Memorial Day (6.May 2024).  
Hence Yeshua’s Kingdom is really meant for the retraining of distinctive 
Saints (Dan. 7:18) to administrate divine Laws, and millions not evil people 
will receive Probation for a future wonderful Life never experienced before.   
The Creator YHWH started eternity with a rebellious evil Arch-angel 
Lucifer who ruled angels and mortal Humanity created with a free Will.  
Angels don’t have to eat and being cloned hence sexless, some have a face 
like lion, oxen, eagle or human. But mortal Mankind is different as clearly 
stated in many Bible verses to receive by a Resurrection cycle a new eternal 
body & mind, which is verified by Yeshua-Jesus in 40 days. (Acts 1:1-14)   
In ancient times the Creator questioned an Arch-Angel Lucifer why was he 
no longer loyal (Ezek. 28:11-19) but rebelled with one third of his Angels 
becoming demons (Rev. 9:1-16). Thus Lucifer lied, renamed Satan and told 
everyone that “he” is the invisible eternal Architect of Creation. Therefore 
YHWH altered His Beth-universe and introduced Death to control Evil & 
iniquity in the Daleth Time dimension, thus in addition became visible in 
His Son Yeshua-Jesus (Dan. 7:9-27) who was not a created being of an Arch-
angel. During the Endtime Satan will lose a war in heaven and is forced into 
a bottomless pit to be later killed like his fallen angel-demons ending the 
Heh-heaven and Daleth-earth Dimensions in a lake of fire. (Rev. 20:1-10)  

Therefore Genesis starts out creation with a seven-cycle report explaining 
Heaven for Angels and Earth for Mankind to live forever. But 200 million 
Angels rebelled (Rev. 9:16) seeking to die in the Daleth Dimension hence 
Yeshua (Dan 7:10-14, Rev. 5:11-14, Rev. 7:4) gave permission to enter 2000 
pigs to perish. (Matt. 8:28-33) Thus the Beth universe is ruled by dual laws of 
metaphysics and physics. One is a right way to worship the Creator and is 
beneficial to any culture based on love, music and earthly birth. The other is 
fake science polluted with evil and embedded with the dark side of Life, like 
wickedness, hate causing much death. (Psalm 1) The Creator YHVH is 
awfully Holy in His (7 Day) Wrath (Jer. 6:10-15, 18:11-17) occasionally caused 
untimely Deaths (Lev. 10:1, 1 Sam. 2:34, Acts 5:1), but favored a much forgiven 
humanity to continue Life in His newly created Jod Dimension. Satan’s 
rebellion caused Mankind to be sinful and violating many divine Laws. 
Thus the Torah-Bible recorded the planning of the Saints (Rev. 22:21) to 
expand His creation for a future new Jod dimension. Let’s find out what is a 
distinct Saint and additional millions of people or innocent children not evil 
granted Probation after death or alive decided by a righteous divine judge.   
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The Saints (Not understood by denominations)  
1. History – Please read Pearl  #888 The Great Price,  #110 Are Only Christian Saved? 

The Saints (1 Pet. 2:9) are chosen people set apart across of 6000yr. history to 
be a special possession for Yeshua becoming King of Kings organized 
together to govern the whole world over all the Earth. (Zech. 14:9) They are 
limited in numbers and called out to be a holy priesthood as described in 
four Gospels and the very last word stated in Revelation. Mainly must be 
born again (John 3:3), and belong to the household of YWHW (Eph. 2:19-20), 
taking care to administrate the divine Law (Rev. 14:12) during the Yeshua’s 
Kingdom (John 18:19-24), which is linked to a new infinite Jod Dimension.  

2. Purpose – Pearl  #107, #105, #168 
A Saint is special resurrected to rain with Yeshua the Christ (Messiah-King) 
prophesied in heaven for 1000yr. (Rev. 20:6) Being very blessed (Col. 1:12-14) 
will receive a rich welcome (2 Pet. 1:10-11) and are sanctified to bind on earth 
- is bound in heaven (Matt. 16:19), heal the sick (Luke 10:9) and teach the Ten 
Commandments (Matt. 5:19), but is much persecuted. (Matt. 5:10, Pearl #120) 
3. Errors – Pearl  #142, perhaps from fake science #163 + #165? 

A wicked world population (1 John 2:22) will not enter the last Kingdom of 
Yeshua (Matt. 7:24-27) summed up in the Lord’s Prayer. (Matt. 6:9-13) Many 
Christian believed Satan’s deceptions being confused of Sainthood and will 
teach denominational doctrine errors left over from the middle Age. Thus 
Revelation was not meant for Christians as revealed like the Apocalypse is 
not seven (7) years long predicted with a fake pre-mid-post Resurrection. 
YHWH will now finalize His plans to judge mankind of his last wicked 
events in seven (7) Hebrew festivals of ½ year before Yeshua’s Kingdom, 
and will set limits of Evil for Satan in one “Day of the Lord.” (Pearl #214) 
Please view this video to explain what is not preached in Christian church!  

What are your thoughts on Pre-Trib Rapture vs Mid-Trib or Post-Trib? May 16, 2016 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gSbXkGf1kT0 

A Legal Case for Probation? 
After death everybody must pass a teeter-totter balance test to be judged for 
Mercy unto Life; others will get a sentence of Mercy unto the 2nd Death. 
Therefore the Creator YHWH allowed an option and offered Probation 
(Resh) for many disadvantaged persons not evil who died early and innocent 
children who lived under terrible conditions. They could accept probation 
being mortal or resurrected during Yeshua’s Kingdom, where they will live 
under very favorable conditions and experience divine Truth. It is disclosed 
in a valley of dry bones (Ezek. 37:1-17) similar to a resurrected Sainthood.  
 The Creator will complete His unfinished seventh (7th) creation cycle and 
continue the history of Mankind on earth. But this time Yeshua will start a 
New Civilization governed by divine Laws guided by a different economy. 
To begin His program will arrive in a huge spaceship to obsolete the source 
of great Evil. All nations will speak again one language and live without 
money, police stations, prisons & hospitals no more old diseases. (Rev. 22:2)   
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The future society will be educated in true science to enjoy free infinite 
energy which is suitable by many future invention, like levitated transport 
vehicles (no more wheels) moving more people. Satan’s removal will lift 
many Evil curses from the Earth and the environment in nature.  
Please read all of Revelation 13 about the more evil Beast system (page 8) 
that ruled the Earth abyss (Rev. 9:1-12) described in Hebrew Abaddon or 
Greek Apollyon, which could be linked to Bible verses to repeat a Gold 
image (Dan. 3:19-30) matching a high-tech intelligence computer robot.   
Perhaps the Creator YHWH will extend my life to witness the final events 
until the Yeshua Kingdom arrives, no longer dated on fake calendars. He 
gave an order to blow 7 trumpets of a worldwide (6+1 days) Judgement 
(Rev. 8:6 to 11:19) with an option for everyone of Eternal Life by the Messiah 
Yeshua-Jesus. This page records the current NEWS of Israel linked to 
Babushka Egg Pearls? (The Seven Mysteries - Pearl #242) 

Revealing the book of Revelation (1:1-7) / Monte Juda - 4/13/2019 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYU4KS3a_4I  

Notice the US NEWS (May 2022), the Southwest is on fire burning millions 
of acres, which so far is 71% higher than last year, like the First Trumpet. 
(Page 3) Predicted 2000 years ago by Jesus – John, we should watch for fire 
in the sky, and recently blue laser drones were tried out at home. (Lev. 26:17, 
Isa. 9:19) Therefore predicting seven (7) Trumpets next month will perhaps 
repeat Japan’s huge tidal wave (11/3 /2011) created by a nuclear bomb? (Pearl 
#176) Maybe Russia likewise will destroy many UN battle ships waiting for 
Armageddon, which will cause 1/3 dead fish in the Mediterranean Sea. 
Presently America is ruled now by the Military obeying the World FED 
bankers, and to stay in power they will effect the prophesied Revelation 18 
with another atom bomb to terminate industrial NYC, an international hub 
for large trade. It is judgment for a Christian nation murdering 70 million 
babies by abortions against its Constitution and will expose fake science 
unknown at that time since FED Bankers printed money. (Pearl #175, #125)         

The Creator YHWH has a Daleth-plan of “Good or Evil” for Israel 
representing Mankind. (Jer. 29:10-19) Most people think there are OK, but 
will not read his Torah-Bible and if Evil expect His Wrath. (Jer. 11:11-17) 
Once more I had a dream (page 11) of the Endtime. The scripture has a verse 
of Jacob’s dream seeing a ladder going up (Gen. 28:10-17) which is a 
technique of Yeshua using spaceships at his coming back to earth. After the 
Two Witnesses arrived, they will describe a method how to get Probation 
dead or alive if you are not evil or an innocent child. Yeshua-Jesus is the 
author of all Life and urges Mankind to be saved from YHWH’s Wrath, as 
everybody knows his name around the whole world (John 8:36, John 3:16, 
Romans 10:13). He permitted a virus to wake up many people worldwide. 
Please check the prophesied events detailed in any Torah-Bible, which is 
suppressed by the atheistic FED-IMF bankers and the Elite establishment 
who limited Truth on the Internet. Yeshua’s eternal divine Life will soon be 
displayed in His Kingdom to be launched for a future Jod Dimension.  
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Part 3 – The Kingdom of Yeshua is Imminent! (amended March 2022) 
Everybody will be evaluated with a test on a teeter-totter balance for Good 
or Evil. Yeshua proved in the four (4) Gospels that Life is continued linked 
by a Resurrection after mortal Death (Matt. 17:1-8, Luke 16:19-31, 1 Sam. 28:8). 
It became obvious that the majority of Mankind lived in ignorance believing 
a wrong religion invented by Satan, who destroyed many cultures. Recently 
a common world population and many families suffered being bathed in 
various viruses to terminate all Christianized values. Only America is blessed 
with a Constitution, a First Amendment - Bill of Rights pledging free speech.       

 “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or 
of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”   

Hence Adam was formed from the dust of this earth (Gen. 2:7) designed to 
replace the angel-world, hence born to die. Much of Mankind’s history is 
recorded with terrible wars that destroyed many cultures with horrifying 
Life situations, consequently is ending in Probation or YHWH’s Wrath. 
Thus countless people will be resurrected in Yeshua’s Kingdom receiving 
Eternal Life and a new body introduced by Yeshua in his Torah Bible. 
Please read the Plan for Mankind (1 Cor. 15:35-58, II Cor. 5:1-9), or check 
Babushka Egg Concept Book #1, Apocalypse Prophesied, and Pearls.  
Therefore, today’s civilization is governed by wicked FED-IMF bankers 
who print money to bribe the atheistic World Elite, promoting evil shadow 
governments, dictators or terrorists of absolute Evil. (Zech. 5:5-11 & Rev.17:3)  
A divine Judge on The Last Day will hear all the excuses of a verdict being 
judged by Mercy onto Death or Mercy onto Life. Many Christians are 
confused about Revelation that is only meant for Israel, which changed the 
Plan for Mankind screwed up by Adam & Eve who chose the wrong fruit 
of a special Tree and ponder why it was hidden so long in the Torah-Bible. 
Jonah-II discovered true science in the Torah-Bible to finish a story how to 
be resurrected to live forever in the Creator’s household or Jod Dimension. 
This generation is educated in fake science, which produced many lies by 
NASA videos reinforced by a YouTube? For years displayed falsified 
astronauts walking on image-pictures of the Moon and showed a fake globe 
to keep the younger generation ignorant, while a World - Elite forbade free 
energy of Electricity (Pearl #203) and banned massive Hydrogen [H2O] 
infinitely stored in nature and oceans. (Pearls #240, #244) Worse changing 
Mankind with Trans-human-animals gene technology as GMO food is 
mislabeled organic that grew now cloned. It again incites God’s Wrath to 
end this atheistic civilization similar to Noah’s judgment 2288 BC. The 
Creator YHWH will not permit a wicked World-Elite ruled by Satan in 
His Kingdom. My simple advice is: just trust the Torah-Bible and choose 
wisely what is offered by Yeshua the Christ. The next page will describe 
the last prophecies to begin the divine Yeshua’s Kingdom arriving with great 
power perhaps predicted after Solstice 2022?  

They are Hiding God With the greatest Lie EVER. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_oDMXi-Qeg 
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The Prophesied Apocalypse 
It will end before Yeshua’s Kingdom and start a Resurrection bathed in 
divine Laws to continue Mankind. Many Christians don’t realize that 
Revelation was not meant for them (Rev. 4:1) but was predictive and 
chronologically written for Israel to close an atheistic evil World-System. 
This led to many church errors taught by denominations postulating a 7-
year Apocalypse with pre, middle, or post rapture scenario. Thus Babushka 
Egg Concept Pearls were frequently amended with additional Bible verses, 
which is like a historic railroad switch to warn people of a world judgement 
once more like Sodom & Gomorrah. Evil is generated by Satan, who will 
lose the last war in heaven and be cast to the Daleth Dimension under the 
Earth for termination. Nonetheless some worldwide issues remain, like 
manmade viruses caused by FED-IMF bankers controlling an evil shadow 
world system that closed most Christian Churches to destroy their cultures. 
They still print bogus money to bribe the wealthiest Elite to eliminate many 
true science videos on YouTube. Why outlaw the Torah-Bible from the 
town square written by forty (40) Hebrew prophets and disguised Angel 
scribes? Remember NASA hypothesized fake science of a globe with 
phony planets and walking on the moon? But the earth is flat, under a 
magnetic dome and is fueled with forbidden free infinite energy. The next 
generation is educated in real history until the Daleth dimension has ended. 

The Second Beast [ from the bottomless pit ] (Rev.13:11-18 ESV) 

 

11Then I saw another beast rising out of the earth. It had two horns like a lamb 
and it spoke like a dragon.12 It exercises all the authority of the first beast in its 
presence,  and makes the earth and its inhabitants worship the first beast, 
whose mortal wound was healed.13 It performs great signs, even making fire 
come down from heaven to earth in front of people,14 and by the signs that it is 
allowed to work in the presence of the beast it deceives those who dwell on 
earth, telling them to make an image for the beast that was wounded by the 
sword and yet lived.15  And it was allowed to give breath to the image of the 
beast, so that the image of the beast might even speak and might cause those 
who would not worship the image of the beast to be slain.16 Also it causes all, 
both small and great, both rich and poor, both free and slave, to be marked on 
the right hand or the forehead,17 so that no one can buy or sell unless he has 
the mark, that is, the name of the beast or the number of its name.18This calls for 
wisdom: let the one who has understanding calculate the number of the beast, 
for it is the number of a man, and his number is 666. (Like www – Internet?)  

 
 
 

A shut netherworld door is opened with a key for demon angels kept in 
outer darkness seeking Death in the Daleth Dimension. (Rev. 9:13) It is 
linked to a prophesied seven (7) day Wrath to exercise authority by a Third 
Woe Beast System, directed by Satan blaspheming YHWH and his 
dwellings in heaven for 42 weeks. His Wrath is explained by Two 
Witnesses from heaven (Rev. 11:3). Maybe they appear after Solstice 2021 
(63+7) pointing to worldwide political events in Pearl #300, Part 4, pp. 8-9. 
 

Thus when Yeshua returns on the Endtime he will recognize the left over 
three (3) holidays Rosh Hashanah (1 Tishri 5783) New Year, maybe select 
Yom Kippur or Sukkot-Tabernacles? It will conclude again a worldwide 
judgment like Noah (2288 BC) ending the 21st Century dated once more after 
Solstice 2021 as discovered in Pearls #889 and #900 linked to the last event 
in scripture - IT IS FINISHED after 2022. (Rev. 16:17-21) 
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Jonah-II amended Pearl #901 once more to prepare for Yeshua’s return and 
explain why Two (2) Witnesses will arrive on earth perhaps after Solstice 
2021? Thus, I recently learned that Revelation was not meant for Christians 
rather Israel that recorded the History, which finalized the Plan of Mankind. 
Even clocks seemed to run faster in heaven to measure Time on a Daleth 
Earth short like ½ year. Hence fake calendars should match seven Hebrew 
Holidays instituted by Moses that make dating the Endtime very difficult. 
Thus follow the prophesied divine trail of the sequential Wrath events from 
heaven Chapter 8-18 of seven (7) days Apocalypse on earth misjudged in 
most Christian Churches and have closer look of current important concepts.      
Watch for Two (2) Witnesses in the Jerusalem NEWS, or lookout in the 
sky for a huge Golden City satellite, the space-travel-residence for YHWH. 
Perhaps it will pick up billions of people judged with Probation or the 
appointed Saints resurrected across 6000yr. on Earth. The Saints either 
appear on the first trip or on a return journey, selected to higher positions to 
govern with Yeshua, King of Kings leading a new Civilization to end Evil 
linked to duplicate His “Love”:  Let us make man in our image. (Gen. 1:26)   
YHWH formerly designed Heh-Heaven & Daleth Earth dimension in six 
(6) creations [day] cycle and said: It was good (Gen.1:31). But is not repeated 
on the (7th) cycle thus questioning why? Adam & Eve started Mankind on a 
mortal path linked to Lucifer-Satan causing again absolute Evil done before 
during Noah’s time (2288BC), like Trans-human-animal genetic engineering. 
It will end organic GMO deception and lies, as cloning produces diseases 
and will lose 50% of gene information currently labeled with a patent 
number on every fruit, vegetable & animal causing worldwide extinction in 
nature. Please check Babushka Egg Concept Book #4, GMO Exposed 
being educated in true science. He foretold that everything is burned in a 
fire lake of an old universe to create a New One (Rev. 20:1-15, 2.Pet. 3:10-18). 
Hence YHWH is resting in a temporal Daleth Time Dimension linked to 
Life without Evil to continue in a new infinite Jod dimension. (Rev. 21:1-27)      
Many Bible facts were presented in previous Babushka Eggs. (Pearl #278 -
How did Evil Start) Perhaps next to Elijah is the Second Witness Enoch; 
maybe was the builder of the Great Pyramid in Giza. (Pearl #224) That pearl 
describes how the mystery of Evil could be demonstrated in a design of his 
Pyramid that measured the Grand Gallery in inches per years of Yeshua’s 
future Kingdom. Therefore is forecasting a divine Resurrection in the King 
Chamber revealed with an open stone coffin to show how Evil is restricted.  
To clarify an unfamiliar Salvation Plan many distrustful perplexed people 
were offered Probation to circumvent the verdict of the 2nd Death, which 
will end after Yeshua’s Kingdom. The Bible told an after death example of 
a nameless rich man and Lazarus, or Ananias & Sapphira which suddenly 
died lying to the Holy Spirit. (Acts. 5:1-11) Most sinful mortals are judged by 
Ten Commandments, once offered Probation will select either Life or Death. 
To explain true science, just stand in front of a big mirror to reflect an image 
of Physics in two (2) dimensions. But a three (3) dimensional reality is 
Metaphysics exhibited in ‘You’ with an invisible Mind, Consciousness, a 
hidden Culture of various Talents, including sexual desire for Life. To find 
more information continue examining revealed in divine Scripture linked 
to the Apocalypse in 15 Babushka Egg Concept Books and many Pearls.     
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Part 4 - What is Levitation? ( levita -  lightness ) 1-1-2022 

1.) Checking the Web - Google will show a definition like: The action of 
rising something or floating in air by means of magical powers… 

2.) Magnetic levitation is a method by which any object is suspended in 
Air with no support other than a magnetic field. 

3.) The 9th Babushka egg energy book shows many pictures of galaxies 
from fake science (sent to President Obama 11/11/2011), but it saved 
my life as many scientists were murdered by the Oil-cartel. Toward 
the end detailed some inventions during Yeshua’s Kingdom of a 
levitating future transportation system, upgraded trains or cars without 
wheels and foretold a huge harvest population spike. (Pearl #126)       

The reference (Page 9) of the Great Pyramid in Egypt – Giza, (Pearl #224) 
which was built with millions stones elevated hundreds of feet high, some 
weighing 100 tons or more. Like the enormous foundation stones of the 
Wailing Wall in Jerusalem still not understood, I wonder how they moved 
such heavy stones in ancient times linked to before Noah’s Flood 2288 BC?   
Recently the Building Department of Los Angeles, CA became upset when 
an old man ordered five (5) stones each weighing 20 tons dumped by crane 
before his house. But overnight they disappeared to build a stone gate 
sculpture in his garden with a door a child can move, which became a 
tourist bus stop. How did he move the heavy stones over the fence in his 
backyard without a crane? Maybe he knew the laws of levitation or gravity?  
Levitation can be explained with magnets; one side attracts the other repels. 
The earth is made of a zillion atoms that stick together, defined as Gravity. 
But when the magnetic polarity of atoms is reversed could repel causing 
Levitation. It can be proven with Electricity. When magnets are directed 
across some copper wire loops, they create bigger pulses to greatly increase 
energy in danger of explosion. Perhaps if the magnet is moved to the right 
side, it will charge atoms to positive magnetism displayed in Gravity. But if 
reversed to the left side, it would be negative, perhaps convert to Levitation?  
It is also mentioned in the Bible (2 Kings 6:1-7, Matt. 14:22-32, Acts 1:6-11), 
which is shown in recent videos from China linked via the silk-trade route 
ending in Paris? Many events are exhibited in high-tech gigantic machines 
of preassembled huge sections of highway & bridges with much longer 
rails for many faster and levitated trains. In my neighborhood a shadow 
government has built wasteful housing from San Francisco to San Jose, 
thousands of empty apartments in hundred city blocks like many vacant 
cities in China or South America, perhaps meant for Yeshua’s Kingdom?  
Mankind forgot the familiar laws of physics. Why were many hi-tech 
science videos removed from the NEWS? Much knowledge vanished on 
YouTube, which is suppressed for 100 years by wicked FED-IMF bankers 
who banned free infinite Energy embedded in nature. Currently, YouTube 
switched historic knowledge and many religious videos, which no longer 
display true science to keep this generation ignorant, like a bone thrown to a 
dog will replace divine information from the Torah-Bible. Before Yeshua’s 
Kingdom, YHWH will judge this atheistic System, soon to be governed by 
divine Laws, beginning a New Civilization still dated after 2022 Solstice? 
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Why Dreams? (Amended 1.February 2022) 
In the last years I wondered about Yeshua’s return to earth linked to a future 
Sanctuary like a 3rd Jewish Temple stated (Rev. 11:1-2), reflected in Babushka 
Egg Concept Books and Pearls #247, #174. Historically, many Christians lost 
their faith due to the persecution of the first 7 Churches in Asia. Yeshua is 
now standing outside and knocking on the door like the Laodicean church? 
(Rev. 3:20) The Creator YHWH recently warned the believers and allowed 
Life to be bathed in manmade deadly Viruses to cut short essential services 
of lawless values? Thus many American churches have failed as shown by 
empty Church buildings due to reduced attendance-income because of false 
denominational doctrines. Several Bible Churches were started in past years 
in California and other states going back to the original Apostles’ teaching.     
Therefore extra information is offered in the Torah-Bible through dreams. 
(Dan. 7:1, Gen. 37:5, Matt. 1:20) In some I confessed to the Lord my sinfulness 
in predicting Yeshua’s return. Many errors were caused by amended fake 
calendar dated in Babushka Egg Concept Books & Pearls. But woke up 
with another dream now being rewarded with a Sainthood oath, covered in 
a yellow prayer shawl witnessed by my wife and her daughter standing by?     
Thus dreamed once more, like a little girl was running to me and cried my 
mother would not let me play the piano? Hence remembered a German 
story: one day a Prussian King had a music party at his luxurious Palace. 
They all spoke French in Court, but he invited J.S.Bach who came with his 
four-year-old son. Thus the music competition would open with a French 
composer who asked to see the rival notes from Bach, but he abruptly 
departed town leaving his notes behind. The King showed the music notes 
to Bach, who said my son will play this arrangement for you. After that 
incident they played the old Christian church songs together in German.  
The story ends where the King Fredric changed his manners as at that time 
officers of his army were beaten in public. But one captain took his pistol 
pointed at the King and said: this bullet was meant for my King serving him, 
why beat me in public? Then turned the pistol to his head and killed himself. 
My last dream revealed important information for me. I found prescription 
glasses and returned them to the owner, who was a missionary in Indonesia 
telling me about Levitation (page 10) since I questioned how it works, but   
missed the Big Tent Show dating Yeshua’s Kingdom 1 Tishri 5783? (p. 2) 
Thus a sacrificial Death is the ultimate event for mortal Mankind, which is 
repeated in history recorded in the Torah-Bible. It was Yeshua-Jesus, who 
came from eternity to die on a public cross to change divine Law on Earth 
on a Daleth dimension and gave a great Gift of Resurrection for Mankind.  
It is linked to a system of Eternal Life of a new body & mind with a lasting 
Covenant, or will get Probation (Resh) for a Jod dimension. It is written on 
a scroll from Rev. 5:1 ending for everyone at Rev. 10:1-11. After that the 
Creator will again judge a civilization with His Wrath, like before 2288 BC. 
Absolute Evil and Satan is removed for Mankind, thus Jonah-II searched 
for more science videos and pastors preaching Bible Truth now disappeared 
on an atheistic YouTube. Hence the main event is predicted on the last Pearl 
amended again of the imminent return of Yeshua dated after 2022 Solstice.  
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Part 5 - The Endgame 
Previously Jonah-II was an inventor-scientist and president of a million 
dollar high-tech Corporation. He is still writing (now at 90 yr.) and summed up 
that Yeshua is on the front door (Rev. 1:1-20) to last chapters of Revelation. 
Hence Mankind is emphasized of what will happen to His Kingdom so 
different, never before on earth. Consequently many people will not survive 
the prophesied Apocalypse. At the very end all leftover mankind is forgiven 
and resurrected without Evil with a new body & mind to live in eternity.  

YHWH-Yeshua will become visible to the resurrected Saints and everyone 
who desires to continue Life in a new infinite Jod Dimension. (Rev. 22:6-12)  

Thus the two harvests are related to a population spike for Saints (Pearl #126) 
confirmed in Revelation (V17) of Israel’s final hour like Jacob’s Trouble. 
Thus Yeshua told to look for mortal Two Witnesses from heaven (Rev. 11:3) 
clarifying when, what, and why Evil is removed? An annoyed Creator will 
terminate again an evil Mankind (Gen. 6:5-13) and match a current atheistic 
world system like the 21st Century similar to Noah’s Flood verdict 2288 BC.   

Yeshua and the Creator YWHW will evaluate billions of people (not evil) 
or innocent children with Probation (Resh) on a Daleth Earth being 
unacquainted of Satan’s wickedness. The others are His Saints getting 
ready to govern with Yeshua, King of Kings. Consequently the economy of 
Yeshua’s Kingdom is ruled by divine Laws to end terrible wars with hi-tech 
weapons and forget police power, prisons, or nuclear radiation causing 
diseases and obsolete money. Perhaps an Apocalypse cannot be dated 
when Satan is still in heaven until he is cast out to the Daleth earth?   
Thus reality of Babushka eggs books & Pearls are difficult to date and is 
camouflaged by several errors, like many scientists were murdered when an 
Oil cartel banned free infinitely energy in nature. It caused worldwide huge 
pollution of the environment and Oceans terminating much Life in nature. 
Hence being paid-off for hundreds years by evil World FED-IMF bankers 
but notice the Gospels reported that Yeshua is now expected to return on 
earth. He asked us to watch for the recent manmade disasters in nature and 
political dealings with Israel seen worldwide on TV. This generation 
educated in fake science is ignorant being sponsored by the richest atheistic 
Elite who want to change the World System, which recycled various deadly 
viruses killing thousands of people currently seen on the NEWS.    

Therefore, please read again the Torah-Bible revealing Truth by a scientist- 
inventor Jonah-II, still writing forbidden science facts between the lines in 
many Babushka Egg Concept Books and Pearls. It is good to repeat Truth 
to prepare Mankind for the unknown newly created Jod dimension, and 
summarize a prophesied manmade destruction of an evil World politics and 
the environment on Earth especially in Israel (Acts 3:22-23), hence watch the 
Jerusalem NEWS for the arrival of Yeshua now on the front door to start his 
Kingdom as King of Kings, & Lord of Lords. Thus Jonah-II viewed once 
more the latest modern development of many forgotten events, which were 
forecasted by Yeshua-Jesus to start His eternal Kingdom mentioned in this 
last page in Babushka eggs concept Books & Pearl. His divine method will 
prepare Mankind to end human mortality and start the Eternal Life meant 
for everyone to live forever in new Jod Dimension. (After 2022 Solstice?)    


